Friedrichs Dry Gin
Friedrichs Dry Gin with 45% vol. comes from the traditional
gin and juniper distillery Steinhagen. Juniper has been
burning in Steinhagen since 1766. This centuries-long
burning tradition merges with modern product development
in Friedrich’s Dry Gin. It is produced lovingly by hand
and only as small batches. Curacao shell, liquorice root,
rosemary, star anise, orange peel, jasmine and lavender
flowers make this gin unique. Friedrichs Dry Gin is dry,
aromatic, floral, with a pronounced juniper component and
light, rounded coriander note.

• Pure copper distillation
• 3x distilled in Steinhagen / Germany
• Unique taste 12 selected botanicals: coriander,
angelica root, orange peel, cardamom, orange peel,
curacao shell, licorice root, jasmine flowers, rosemary
lavender flowers, star anise, apple pieces
• Steinhäger method: based on fermentation of
pure juniper
• No artificial colorants or aromas

Friedrich’s Apple Tonic
1oz Friedrich’s Gin
2 oz Tonic Water
1 oz Apple Juice
1 tbs Lemon Juice
garnish apple slice

PACK SIZE
(6x750ml)

ABV
45%

UPC
0

80368 00155 0
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T he Steinhager Method
T R A D I T I O N S I N C E 1766

1

The well selected juniper berries are filled into the squeezer. Then they are mashed in tanks (mixed
with yeast and water) and fermented for several days. The resulting juniper berry mash is then
distilled over copper, creating the purest juniper spirit.

2

The special Friedrichs Dry Gin herbal mixture of selected ingredients is mixed and carefully
macerated (with alcohol and water).

3

The Juniper spirit (from the distilled Juniper mash) is distilled together with the herbal macerate
and alcohol in the unique traditional plant, the special Gin Copper Still. Afterwards it is carefully
reduced to drinking strength.

